
 

County Under 14 'A' Hurling Final 
  

Newport Gaels county dream falls short       
  

Clonoulty-Rossmore 1-5  Newport Gaels 0-5 
  
Newport Gaels’ dreams of winning a first County U14 ‘A’ hurling title fell apart in unlucky circumstances when they 
suffered a narrow defeat to Clonoulty/Rossmore on Saturday afternoon.  
   A goal from a 65, nine minutes from time gave Clonoulty a 1-3 to 0-4 lead and the lead proved the difference for the 
West champions in the end.  
   In a game that never rose to the expected heights, it was nonetheless a very competitive contest with both sides 
playing the game in a tough and very fair way. Defences dominated on both sides with Dylan Kennedy a tower 
of   strength at centre back for Clonoulty. Wings backs, Corie Mooney and Jack Ryan (son of Declan Ryan) provided 
ample support as did the full back line where Anthony Maher, Tomas Ryan and especially Padraig Carew who was 
very effective at corner back.    Without doubt, Rylan Quirke was Clonoulty’s best player. He led by example and 
scored 1-2 into the bargain. Donnacha Quirke did his part while Cathal Bourke and Martin Ryan were to the fore in 
attack.  
   Part of the reason that the Clonoulty attack never gained advantage was the   fact that the Newport Gaels defence 
was so resolute. Full back Jack Delahunt was excellent, without doubt the best display given by a player in that 
position for many years at this grade. Kealan Floyd did his part at centre back while Cian Flanagan and Kevin 
Connolly battled to the last. Up front, Michael Gorman, Colin Floyd and Dara Carroll caught the eye.  
   A big crowd arrived for the second game of a double bill with Newport hoping to complete the ‘A’ hurling and football 
double.  
   Scores were slow in coming as both defences held sway. The talented Kealan Floyd did well at centre back and he 
opened the scores with a long range free for Newport after four minutes. One minute later, Cathal Bourke leveled 
matters with a free before Newport edged ahead thanks to Paul Hogan effort after Jonathon Coyle set him up.  
   The lead lasted just three minutes when Clonoulty captain, Dylan Quirke leveled matters for the West champions. 
Clonoulty then hit two wides but in the 21st minute, they went in front with a Cathal Bourke free.  
   Newport responded with Aaron O’Neill having a goal chance but goalkeeper, Nicky Kearns saved with as the 
forward fired the rebound wide at the second time of asking.  
   At the other end, there was danger in front of the Newport square when the hard working Dylan Quirke sent a well 
struck sideline ball perilously close to the mouth of the Newport goal and wide. It was Clonoulty’s fourth wide of the 
half and despite leading 0-3 to 0-2, one wondered if they had done enough as Newport/Ballinahinch combo would 
have the advantage of the breeze for   the second half.  
   As expected the North champions went for broke as Michael Gorman had them level just thirty seconds into the half. 
Continued Newport pressure failed to register another score until ten minutes late when they went in front thanks to 
Darra Carroll.  
   The game was there for the taking but Clonoulty had other ideas. Sixteen minutes into the second   half, they won a 
65. Dylan Quirke was expected to drop the ball close to goal but instead it went all the way to the net, deceiving 
goalkeeper Shaun Belfry Walsh who felt the ball was going wide before it bounced awkwardly and crept inside the left 
upright.  
   The goal gave Clonoulty a new lease of life as Cathal Bourke added a free five minutes from time. Three minutes 
later, Dara   Carroll replied with a similar score.  
   Newport came in search of a goal but the Clonoulty defence led by Dylan Kennedy gave little away. With full time 
reached it looked good for Clonoulty and fifty seconds into additional time, Dylan Quirke made doubly sure as he sent 
a sixty metre free over the bar much to the delight of a big Clonoulty/Rossmore following.    
   
Match Digest       
Scorers – Clonoulty: Dylan Quirke 1-2, 1-0 65, 0-1 free; Cathal Bourke 0-3 frees.  
Newport Gaels: Dara Carroll 0-2, 1 free; Paul Hogan, Michael Gorman 0-1 each; Kealan Floyd 0-1 free.  
    
Clonoulty/Rossmore: Nicky Kearns; Tomas Ryan, Anthony Maher, Padraig Carew; James Ryan, Dylan Kennedy, 
Jack Ryan; Donnacha Quirke, Dillon Quirke (Capt); Cathal Bourke, Owen Ryan, Martin Ryan; Aidan Loughnane, 
Odhran Quirke, Nickey Mockler. SUB: Nathan Slattery for Mockler (ht).     
 
Newport Gaels: Shaun Belfry Walsh; Cathal Floyd, Jack Delahunty, Mattias Allen; Harry Sheehy, Kealan Floyd, Corie 
Mooney; Cian Flanagan, Kevin Connolly; Arron O’Neill, Jonathan Coyle, Michael Gorman; Colin Floyd, Paul Hogan, 
Dara Carroll. SUB: Jack Connolly for O’Neill (45)     
  
Referee: Liam Shanahan (Upperchurch/Drombane).  
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